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Space Is For Everybody
If you want to build a ship, don't drum up people...to collect wood...rather teach them to long for the sea.

*Antoine de Saint-Exupery, Author*
Knowledgeable & Experienced
Open & Imaginative
Motivated
CREATIVE
“We choose to go to the moon...“
Sputniko - Moonwalk Machine
Humans in Space Art - CAFÉ Project
• Frequency Hopping
  o Composer Anthell
  o Actress Lamarr

• RGB Screen Theory
  o Scientist Rood & Ostwald
  o Painters Seurat, et al.

• Computer Chips Based on:
  o Etching
  o Silk Screen Printing
  o Photolithography

*Almost all Nobel laureates engage in arts as an adult
Data via Bob Root-Bernstein, 2011
Engage
Innovate
Collaborate

Prepare and convene to solve the grand challenges ahead
HUMANS IN SPACE
YOUTH ART COMPETITION

The Painter on the Moon – Deepshika De
9 years old – India

Space: biologists future – Maria Sotnikova
14 years old – Russian Fed.

Cherish Your Origination – Asena Arslan, Anna Boeld, & Jan Münch,
16 years old – Germany

Future Space In My Mind – Yun Tung Lam
17 years old – Hong Kong
PROJECT MARS

MARS IS IN OUR DNA
Adrianna Allen
Lapeer, MI, US

AQUA - a taste of martian underground MARSIS
freshly delivered by ORION
Consuelo Pecchenino
Tagliolo Monferrato, Italy

JOURNEY FOR HOPE
Hesham Hasan
Leamington Spa, UK

#PICTURE OF THE CENTURY
Gabriele Monginaite
Kedainiai, Lithuania
SciArt Exchange global impact

+12K participants
all ages & backgrounds
60+ countries

+3 million in-person artwork views
400+ events
Together ...

We can inspire the world about space and solve the grand challenges ahead.